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An aerial view—the Walter W. Grove farm home.
(See story page four.)

ITORIAL
The Fence, or the Ambulance?
Though to walk near its crest was so pleasant;
TBut over
its terrible edge there had slipped
WAS a dangerous cliff, as they freely

confessed,

A duke, and full many a peasant.
So the people said something would have to be done,
But their projects did not at all tally.
Some said, "Put a fence round the edge of the cliff';
Some, "An ambulance down in the valley."

But the cry for the ambulance carried the day,
For it spread through the neighboring city;
A fence may be useful, or not, it is true,
But each heart became brimful of pity
For those who slipped over that dangerous cliff;
And the dwellers in highway and valley
Gave pounds or gave pence, not to put up a fence,
But an ambulance down in the valley.
"For the cliff is all right if you're careful," they said,
"And if folk even slip and are dropping,
It isn't the slipping that hurts them so much
As the shock down below — when they're stopping.'
So day after day, as these mishaps occurred,
Quick forth would these rescuers sally,
To pick up the victims who fell off the cliff,
With their ambulance down in the valley.
Then an old sage remarked, "It's a marvel to me
That people give far more attention
To repairing results than to stopping the cause,
When they'd much better aim at prevention.
Let us stop at its source all this mischief" cried he.
"Come, neighbours and friends, let us rally.
If the cliff we will fence, we might almost dispense
With the ambulance down in the valley."
"Oh, he's a fanatic!" the others rejoined;
"Dispense with the ambulance! Never!
He'd dispense with all charities, too, if he could;
But no! We'll support them for ever!
Aren't we picking folk up just as fast as they fall,
And shall this man dictate to us? Shall he?
Why should people of sense stop to put up a fence
While their ambulance works in the valley?"
But a sensible few, who are practical, too,
Will not bear with such nonsense much longer.
They believe that prevention is better than cure,
And their party will soon be the stronger.
Encourage them, then, with your purse, voice, and pen,
And, while other philanthropists dally,
They will scorn all pretence, and put a stout fence
On the cliff that liangs over the valley.
Better guide well the young than reclaim them when old,
For the voice of true wisdom is calling:
"To rescue the fallen is good, but 'tis best
To prevent other people from falling."
Better close up the source of temptation and crime
Than deliver from dungeon or galley;
Better put a strong fence round the top of the cliff
Than an ambulance down in the valley!
—The Valham Reciter
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GUEST EDITORIAL

A Mother's Influence
that rocks the cradle is the
hand that rules the world!" So said
TWilliam
Ross Wallace.
HE HAND

This fact has been graphically illustrated within the memory of all of us.
In April, 1889, a child was born to an
illicit union between an Austrian named
Schicklgruber and a Bavarian mother. In
the years that followed, this hapless child
grew up without any influence for God.
He had no mother-influence to help him
shape worthy ideals or God-fearing
standards of conduct. After World War
I, he drifted in and out of trouble as a
reactionary leader in Bavaria. He finally
succeeded in setting himself up as the
unquestioned leader of the German people. In complete control, he launched
the German nation and eventually the
entire world into the bloody holocaust
of World War II. Peoples and nations
are still paying a tremendous price beEVANGELICAL VISITOR
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SUNDAY

May 20, 1962
Program

Suggestions

The Church Serving the Home
Aaron Stern

PRAYER EMPHASIS

Students in training
Faculties now serving
Budgets to be met by June 30,
1962

INCLUDE IN DAY'S PROGRAM

Alumni in the congregation
Students now attending college
Youth planning to enter college
Invite members of college faculties to assist in day's program

T H E DAY'S EMPHASIS

Christ—the center of Christian
Training
Serving today's World
Receiving tithes and offerings for
College budgets

BOARD FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

/. N. Hostetter,
Field Representative

cause of the diabolical ambitions of a
man who grew up without the influence
of a godly mother. His name: Adolph
Hitler.
A few short months after the birth of
Adolph Hitler, a God-fearing Kansas
family welcomed the birth of a son. In
the formative years of his early childhood he came under the influence of a
praying mother, who imparted her convictions of God and righteousness to her
young family. In this American family,
God was more than just a name. He was
a living reality in the life of a godly
mother. This young man also entered
the military service of his country. But
his ideals, shaped in his childhood, were
far different. He thought of himself as a
defender of freedom and justice rather
than an aggressor spawned of evil ambition and plunder.
Eventually, these two soldiers met on
the battlefields of history, Adolph Hitler
as the leader of the powerful forces of
the Third Reich and Dwight Eisenhower
as the Supreme Commander of the allied
armies. The outcome of these battles is
well-known to every reader.
Hitler died a suicide in 1945 in the
rubble of Berlin. History has yet to record the full extent of influence for good
that former President Eisenhower's
Christian leadership will have in the
world.
What profound effect a godly mother
can have in world affairs!
—The War Cry
April 30, 1962

ago I asked a friend of mine
who sold and distributed gasoline
S
and oil, "Is there much difference beOMETIME

tween the gasolines sold by one company or another?" His answer was, "No,
the station that gives the best service will
have the most business."
To my friend, service was very important. Jesus felt the same way concerning His own life's work. He said, "I
came not to be ministered unto, but to
minister."
Wherever Jesus found human need,
He ministered to that need. When
Peter's mother-in-law was ill, Jesus
healed her. While visiting in the home
of Mary and Martha, He ministered to
Mary's spiritual needs and gave a word
of gentle rebuke to Martha. Everywhere Jesus went He recognized needs
and supplied those needs out of His
great resources.
Jesus' deep interest in homes challenges us who are members of His
church to have our ministries centered
in families. And if the church's ministry
is centered in families, then the church
should be involved in pre-marriage
counseling. This service ought not be
hurried and might well extend over a
period of sixty days and include four appointments with the minister of the
church. The first would be with the
couple together. The second would be
with the woman alone, and the third
with the man alone. Then for the fourth
appointment they would be together
again.
A suggested first interview when both
the man and woman are present is concerned largely with the details of their
families, education, plans for the future
home and the details of the wedding
service to be held in the church. This
includes the selecting of music which
should not be love ballads but rather
great spiritual selections as "Jesu, Joy of
Man's Desiring," "The Lord's Prayer"
and, to the Barnby Hymn Tune,
"O perfect Love, all human thought transcending,
Loivly we kneel in prayer before Thy throne,
That theirs may be the love which knows no
ending,
Whom Thou forevermore dost join in one."

This type of music tends to lift the
wedding to a high spiritual plane. The
love ballads, such as "Because" and "Ah!
Sweet Mystery of Life," may very appropriately be sung at the reception.

A fitting conclusion to this first interview is a prayer and a reading of the
following selected verses from the thirteenth chapter of First Corinthians using
the Moffatt translation:
"Love is very patient, very kind, love
knows no jealousy; love makes no parade,
gives itself no airs, is never rude, never
selfish, never irritated, never resentful;
love is never glad when others go wrong,
love is gladdened by goodness, always slow
to expose, always eager to believe the best,
always hopeful, always patient. Love
never disappears."

Before they leave, at least one book
to read should be presented them. I
would suggest, When You Marry, by
Duvall and Hill (Association Press)
which covers everything from the inception of courtship to how to avoid
getting the marriage stuck in dull monotony at middle age. The couple should
read this book and return it at the final
interview.
The second and third interviews might
well be occupied with a consideration
of the New Testament meaning of the
word "love," and from there show that
the highest kind of love always seeks
another's good. If the man and woman
are Christians, this is a choice time to
challenge to complete consecration. If
they are not Christians, here is a golden
opportunity to invite them to Christ.
The fourth interview centers around
the book read and may be concluded by
the minister offering prayers of thanksgiving for His daily providence, for the
person of Jesus Christ, and for His bringing this man and this woman to joyous
love for each other.
In addition to the counseling by the
minister, the advice of Christian premarriage clinics is excellent. Such a
clinic is held monthly at the United
Presbyterian Church, Kenmore, New
York and consists of a twenty-minute
panel discussion by a minister, a marriage counselor and a physician; a movie
on human reproduction; refreshments;
and a question and answer period.
The church should be continually
building up the home by providing helpful literature, by holding Christian Home
Conferences, by suggesting that families
eat at least one meal together each day
when all of the members are present, by
insisting on daily family worship, and
by urging that one night each week be
reserved for the family to be together.
(Continued on page ten)
(3)

feelings growing out ot
childhood days are not the principal
N
reason the Walter W. Grove family live
OSTALGIC

on an attractive dairy farm near Chambersburg, Pennsylvania. They feel that
this attractive rural setting has unlimited
practical, spiritual, and cultural opportunities to develop family life at its best.
Brother Grove has spent most of his
life on this farm purchased by his father
when he was three years old. With the
exception of a second silo, milk house,
and bunk feeders which he added, all
the original structures were built by his
father. As a farm boy interested in dairy
cattle it was natural for Walter to choose
the vocational agriculture course in
high school with aspirations of becoming an agriculture teacher or a county
agent. After completing high school he
studied one year at Messiah College.
Following his marriage to Anna Mellinger of Lancaster County in 1942, they
turned to the farm. Since then, with the
exception of one year with a lumber
company in Landisville, Pennsylvania,
they have resided on this farm. It was
during the year in Landisville that the
old homestead came up for sale. Having
a deep interest in farming and preferring
rural life for raising a family, they
bought the farm and moved back to the
soil in January 1946.
They feel that the farm provides particular advantages for family life. Here
(4)

the family experiences a togetherness in
living and activity quite different from
city life. The farm provides much activity within itself and, at the same time,
does not isolate and separate one from
community life. It provides an excellent
setting for other children who come to
visit and share the out-of-doors. The fascination of animals, farm machinery, and
other equipment are peculiar to farm life
and attract much attention from visiting
young people. "Then, too," continues
Brother Grove, "there are fewer distractions and crowded schedules that make it
so difficult for happy family relationships. The farm holds a particular attraction for living, working, and playing
together. There are activities for every
member of the family from the smallest
to the oldest." One common chore of the
Grove household is that all children, including six-year-old Jeffrey Lee, make
their own beds before going to school.
Sister Grove firmly believes that for
the girls the farm provides a natural inclination toward the domestic sciences
such as cooking and sewing. The fact
that the girls spend much of their spare
time at home provides ample opportunity for teaching and learning these
activities which are so relevant to life.
The girls, Dena and Carol, leave for
school around 7:15 in the morning. It
is not uncommon for them to get up as
early as five o'clock in the morning, get

their own breakfast, and study their
school lessons. In fact, the girls have established the practice of doing their
homework early in the morning,
Dena Faye is fifteen years old and a
freshman at the Shippensburg High
School. At school she is an assistant librarian, sings in the select chorus, and
plays trombone in the school band. Since
she hopes for a nursing career, she occasionally works as a nurses' aid. At the
Mt. Bock Brethren in Christ Church,
where Bev. Clifford Lloyd is pastor,
Dena shares in church life by singing in
a girls' quartette, and participating in
Christ's Crusaders. Her chief interests
are reading, interior decorating, cooking,
singing and especially travelling and vacationing with the family.
Carol June, who is twelve years old, is
a seventh grader at Shippensburg Junior
High School. She too, enjoys music and
plays saxophone in the Cadet Band
which practices one hour each Friday.
At church Carol sings in the same quartet with Dena and is a member of the
junior chorus composed of fifteen girls
who frequently sing in the regular worship service.
The farm provides an unexcelled setting for growing boys. Jay Edward has
just been awarded a heifer calf for his
birthday, a step in the direction of becoming a 4H-er. Jeffrey Lee loves and
plays with his pet, the family cat.
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Brother and Sister Grove have always been active in Sunday School and
church life at Mt. Rock. One of Brother
Grove's choice memories is of his grandfather, Henry O. Wenger, a former minister at Mt. Rock. He speaks of him as
making the greatest single spiritual impact on his life. Mr. Grove reflects, "His
practical every-day Christian life was a
real testimony of the grace of God.'"'
Greatly influenced by his Christian parents and grandfather, he has a particular
interest in the young people, and at
present teaches the teen-age Sunday
School class.
This interest in young people, shared
deeply by his wife, has led them to do
considerable work in the basement of
their home. This recreation room, complete with fireplace and shuffle board
court, is neatly and attractively furLeft: Dena and Carol team up at the piano.
Below: Family Devotions — the Grove Family
reading, singing, and praying together.

Dena practices on the trombone—keeps in tune for playing in the High School Band.

nished and open at all times to the teenagers of the congregation.
A feeling of togetherness is also evident during family worship in the Grove
household. Concerning the objectives
of this worship period Bro. Grove comments, "We consider it important that
the children hear the Word at an early

Jay Edward with his birthday gift — on the
threshold of becoming a, 4-H Club member.

(6)

age. It is equally important that the
family sense the importance of prayer.
Our method of conducting family worship varies somewhat. We always read
some scripture, occasionally sing choruses, and sometimes use Egermier's
Story Book. Currently we follow the
daily Bible readings suggested in the

Sunday School Quarterly. In addition to
this we have a small devotional book
supplied by the Sunday School. The
participation of the children in the
prayers reveals great interest in the efforts of missionaries and others in active
Christian work.
And then there is the togetherness of
the family's yearly vacation. Just how
does a family living on the farm, with its
daily routine and chores, find time for
a vacation? "We consider vacation time
a very important event in family life,"
answers Brother Grove. "Our entire family enjoys travel. We try to set aside a
week or ten days sometime during the
summer months, or, as the case was this
winter, we took a twelve-day trip to
Florida during Christmas vacation."
The unique thing about the Grove
family and their travels is the out-ofdoors' meal routine. The children are not
particularly interested in eating in restaurants, so they like to stop long enough
to cook and eat their own meals. A
period of recreation is enjoyed in some
roadside park while the meal is being
prepared, and when the meal is over, all
pitch in and help clean up so they can
proceed on their way again.
In the summer of 1960 the family took
a five and one-half weeks' trip to the
Northwest, then south to California. In
addition to the great tourist attractions of
the Badlands, the Black Hills, Yellowstone
and Glacier National Parks, there were
visits to Grants Pass, Oregon, the San

Sometimes practice is done in a rather unconventional manner.
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Carol concentrates on the saxophone. Practice
is not always easy, but it is profitable.

Francisco Mission, and the Navajo Mission.
"We feel this is a wonderful way for
the children to observe life," continues
Brother Grove. "Since we live somewhat
secluded and protected from the rest of
the world, a trip such as the one to the
West gives our children a view of the
other side of life. They observed for
themselves the type of ministry carried

Jeffrey Lee, a typical boy, with his pet cat. Village of Mt. Rock in the background.

on at the San Francisco Mission. Travel
gives an unequalled opportunity to observe and study the God of nature. Comments are often heard concerning the
beauty of God's handiwork." Mrs. Grove
pointed out another distinct area of
blessing that comes to their family when
visiting such places as San Francisco
Mission and the Navajo Mission. Observing these places of ministry impress-

Brother Grove in the midst of sending a mailing to the CBMC membership.
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es upon the children the importance of
tithing which they do regularly to help
support the program of the church.
In the community, as well as in the
home with the family, Brother Grove
takes a vital interest in Christian activities. He is Chairman of the local CBMC
group with headquarters in Chambersburg. There are forty-one members in
the organization which has one business
and one dinner meeting each month. In
addition Brother Grove is serving as
prayer chairman of the Child Evangelism Fellowship of Franklin County. The
county has a full-time director with additional part-time help. There are fiftynine Good News Clubs sponsored by
Child Evangelism in the county. The
family shares in the summer program at
Roxbury Camp about eleven miles away.
In addition to the activities that relate
to the church and spiritual life of the
community, Sister Grove is a member
of the Women's Rural Organization
whose activities consist of humanitarian
work, and Brother Grove is active in the
Extension Program for the farm as sponsored by the Pennsylvania University at
State College. He serves as a director
of the soil conservation program and
considers this service, the prevention of
needless erosion, a stewardship of the
soil.
To the Groves, life is a stewardship:
the children developing their abilities
for Christ and the Christian way of life;
the parents purposing to use every
means and opportunity at hand to serve
God, their family, their church, and
community.
(Pictures supplied by R. L. Glessner,
Chambersburg, Pa., and the editor.)
(7)

MISSIONS
WMPC DUAL PROJECT
-completion of Fellowship Center, Life
Line Mission, San Francisco

—drugs for Madhipura Christian Hospital, Madhipura, Bihar, India.

"The case load from October to February, the slack season, averages 70 each
day at the clinics; and about 100 daily
for the remainder of the year. The slack
season is caused mostly by pleasant
weather, the harvest or work season and
the many Hindu holidays and weddings
at that time of year. All of these things
add up to the fact they are too busy to
notice their illnesses."
The Madipura Christian Hospital is in
constant need of drugs for its operation.

cfj WF.
;• .

Face of a leper—
"darkened by sin and sore dismayed.'

A leper's hands.

How Near Its Goal?
The Missionary Prayer Challenge for March said that the WMPC Project
fund stands at $1,757.49. God has been answering prayer: word from headquarters now is that $2,500 dollars is needed for reaching the goal of $6,000 agreed
upon at last year's General Conference. There is cause for thanksgiving and
challenge in these figures. By the grace of God, let's finish the task!
"Tuberculosis, leprosy and weakness — these are the most prevalent diseases
treated at Madhipura," writes Anna Jean Mann, medical technician and wife of
Dr. Lowell Mann. "Tuberculosis and leprosy are known to all as dreaded diseases.
Weakness in most cases is caused by parasites and poor diet.

Surma, a leper, cooking her own porridge. In mission hospitals in many lands, patients cook
their own meals or bring some member of the family to cook for them.
What a cheerful face! She niust be a Christian.

(8)
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In a ward at Madhipura Christian Hospital.
How many patients are shown here?

Mostly it requires penicillin, streptomycin, liver extract, vitamins, iron
tablets, anti-protozoa and other parasite
treatments.
"Drugs are not given away, except in
definitely determined distress cases. A
nominal charge is made as the drugs
seem to help the patient more if it cost1;
him something," said Mrs. Mann. "At
least when he pays for them he will take
them rather than sell them."
"Leprosy, we treat on an out-patient
basis," she continued. "It can be treated
quite effectively with little cost. The big
job is to keep the patient taking the
medicine. It arrests, but doesn't cure;
therefore a person who has leprosy must
take drugs for several years at least.
When we treat an infectious case of leprosy (determined by a skin test, done by
the laboratory) we refer these patients to
other Christian hospitals that provide inpatient care. However, we do have inpatient facilities for treating TB. This
treatment is costly and takes time. In a
number of cases, the patients have other
illnesses along with TB.
"Among our in-patients, we can present the Gospel and bring them to a
knowledge of Jesus Christ. The main
purpose of the clinic is to provide patients for the in-patient department. We
believe the Lord sends us hungry hearts
who need to be hospitalized. Then they
hear about Christ and accept Him as
their Lord, or else reject Him, but there
is enough time to come to the place
where they understand enough to make
a decision."
»
»
*
Half way around the world from
Madhipura, at the Life Line Mission in
Evangelical
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San Francisco, work on the Fellowship
Center is progressing, says a report from
Superintendent Avery Heisey. Most of
the required plumbing has been completed, a ventilating system has been installed, and part of the electrical wiring
is completed. It is expected that the remodeling of the basement will require at
least two more months.

(Offerings may be sent to Mrs. Lester Haines,
Box 255, Clayton, Ohio. Canadians
please
send offerings to Mrs. Christian Sider, 227 Sixth
Street, Collingwood,
Ontario.)

"Her Family Wanted to Give a
Thank-Offering . . ."
". . . Of course the girl is still far from
well, but she was so much improved
that her family wanted to give a thankoffering to the Lord. Being Hindu, and
never having seen inside our church
building, she apparently thought there
was some object of worship in the building on which, or in front of which, she
could place her offering. This gave us an
opportunity again to explain that we
worship the Creator of the universe who
desires a sacrifice of love and praise from
clean hearts and lives."
Mary Jane Shoalts, Madhipura (India)
*

9
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Worth pondering: Are we as faithful
and ardent in our thanks for blessings to
the living, loving Lord as are pagans
ruled by excessive ceremonies? How
long is it since we laid up a thank-offering before the Lord in response to some
special token of His grace?

Convert of Early Days at Macha
Called Home
On February 17 one of the oldest Christians in the Brethren in Christ Church in
Northern Rhodesia passed on to his eternal
reward. Apuleni Moono was approximately
69 when he quietly left this life for a better
one.
When Frances Davidson started the work at
Macha in 1906 Apuleni was the second boy
to come to the mission for an education. He
soon became an invaluable aid to the missionaries as an interpreter and also helped them
in teaching others. H e desired to become a
qualified teacher and thus enrolled in the
Teacher Training Course at Matopo Mission.
But before completing the course, the need for
teachers in Northern Rhodesia was so great that
he returned to his own land. He later completed his training by correspondence and received his certificate. He served his church
until 1930 by teaching at Macha Mission as
well as at out-schools.
From 1951 to 1957, he was deacon in the
Macha area. Since then he had been pastor of
an out-school and evangelist at various places.
He also spoke in services at the Mission upon
occasions. He was an active Christian, serving his Saviour and Church well until the end.
After suffering for several months, he came
to the Macha Mission Hospital for treatment.
X-ray revealed that he had tuberculosis. Within a few days his suffering ended. H e apparently had forebodings that his days were
numbered. Even before he came to the hospital h e called for his children, who were
scattered over Northern Rhodesia, to come
home. H e wanted to give them his farewell.
On the afternoon of his death, he called for
his brother-in-law, one of the deacons, to come
and have prayer with him. Then he peacefully
went to sleep — to wake up in the Land of
Eternal Life. His quiet departure was a real
testimony to the assurance he had that he was
ready to meet his Maker.
Our prayer now is that the many who knew
him and observed his Christian life, will give
themselves to the One he loved and served.
His wife and seven children survive. May the
peace of God, which their husband and father knew, find a real place in their hsarts and
lives.
—Macha Mission
BOARD FOR W O R L D MISSIONS
BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH

The writer of the letter from which we quoted
— Mary Jane Shoalts — giving a TB
patient his daily medicine.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
The Board for World Missions
announces the selection of Earl
Musser to serve as Bishop of the
Northern Rhodesia church in Africa. Tentatively plans include a sixmonth furlough to America attending General Conference this June,
returning to Africa in time to be
installed at the African Conference.
Henry N. Hostetter,
Executive Secretary
April 30, 1962
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Combined U.S.A. and Canada
For Quarter ended, December 31, 1961
Receipts and Balances
Canadian Balance on hand,
September 30, 1961
$ 2,442.86
U.S.A. Balance on hand,
September 30, 1961
226.12
Canadian Receipts
$ 4,703.57
U. S. A. Receipts
36,830.61
Transfer for Cuba Special 204.76
41,738.94
Total Receipts and Balances
Disbursements
Administrative Accounts
Salaries
609.65
Travel
361.98
Field Visitation .._.
472.65
Office Supplies
254.50
Personnel Accounts
Fare to/from field
7,146.65
Furlough Allowances 1,033.32
Furlough Travel
171.00
Promotional
25.00
Medical
321.45
Social Security
450.83
Children's Education 1,122.50

44,407.92

Field Accounts
Africa General
Africa Special
India General
India Special
Japan General
Japan Special .
Cuba General
Cuba Special _
Total

15,905.12
1,330.49
8,653.12
1,655.76
2,398.45
588.49
332.54
239.22
43,081.72

Disbursements

Bal. on Hand, Dec. 31, 1961—$ 1,326.20
RESTRICTED F U N D A C C O U N T :

Receipts and Balances
U. S. A. Balance on Hand,
.$18,012.93
September 30, 1961
Canadian Scriptural Literature
_ 1,004.18
Fund
9,523.34
U.S.A. Receipts
875.00
Canadian Receipts
. 10,398.34

Total Receipts

Total Receipts and Balances _ . 29,415.45
Disbursements
Peace, Relief and
Service to India
$
825.00
Non-Budget Specials.— 3,947.50
Personals
4,165.84
I-W, & V.S. Fares
675.00
I-W Allowances
210.00
Annuity Interest
352.50
Released Annuities
4,575.21
LiteratureScripture Fund
3,345.82
Cuba Special—Transfer^
204.76
Total Disbursements

18,301.63

Balance on Hand, Dec. 3 1 , 1961 _
ANALYSIS O F

Albums
I-W & V.S. Fares
I-W Allowance
Annuity Interest
Released Annuities
Doctors' Medical
Training
Literature-Scripture
Fund
Accounts Receivable
(
LiteraturePublication Bd.
Personals
Non-Budget Specials.Canadian Scripture
Literature
Cuba Specials

BALANCE:

11,113.82

190.36
175.00
60.00
687.41
4,659.77
319.36

483.63
1,140.00)
461.11
75.00
105.00
1,004.18
4,033.00
11,113.82

BOARD FOR H O M E MISSIONS AND
EXTENSION - BRETHREN IN CHRIST
CHURCH
Andrew H. Slagenweit, Treas.
Financial Report for January, February
and March, 1962
Receipts

BUDGET:

Churches and
Organizations
Individuals
Specials

NON-BUDGET:

Annuity
Tuition loan paym't
Loan payment
Specials
.
Total receipts

$17,208.83
4,666.45
851.75
$22,727.03
100.00
225.00
37.40
1,145.00
$ 1,507.40

..$24,234.43
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Expenditures

BUDGET:

Administration
Secretary
$
Travel
Office supplies, e t c —
Promotion
Tuition interest

Subsidies
Special subsidies
Travel
Balance of subsidies
for 1961
Specials
Interest paid
NON-BUDGET:

480.00
681.50
407.33
253.33
115.50

$ 1,937.66
$12,590.20
40.00
14.88
2,600.00
175.59
236.75
$15,657.42

Specials
$ 1,145.00
Loan payments
4,875.75
Transferred to
World Missions _
111.00
Returned to
annuity fund
1,100.00
Deficit Jan. 1, 1962

$ 7 231 75
$ ' 61.03

Total expenditures and Deficit ....$24,887.86
Deficit April 1st, 1962....$
653.43
Andrew H. Slagenweit, Treas.

Amherst Community
Church Marching in
March
MASSILLON, OHIO

Friendly competition between the
ladies and men spurred our "March To
Sunday School In March" contest to
double the attendance of last year,
which was most encouraging. The captains were Mrs. Leona Hostetler for
the ladies and Mr. Frank Brechbill for
the men.
Each Sunday of the month was highlighted by special activities. Bishop Carl
Ulery was guest speaker the first Sunday
morning. He related incidents he had
seen and heard in the mission fields. In
the evening Bishop Ulery showed slides

ol his world-wide travels.
Evangelist Rev. John Schock of DeRossett, Tenn., conducted meetings
nightly and Sundays throughout the
second and third weeks of March. Special music was provided by the Slabaugh Sisters of Dalton, Ohio, a vocal
quartet, and by the local church musical
groups.
Mr. Richard Witmer of Witmer Motors, Millersburg, Pa., a Christian layman, addressed the Men's Fellowship
dinner, attended by 35 members and
guests, on the last Saturday night in
March. Mr. Witmer also spoke at the
Sunday morning service at which time
an octet from the Hartville Singers group
sang several selections. In the evening
Miss Lois Davidson, missionary to
Africa, spoke.
Summing things up, the month was a
March in the right tempo—"Onward,
Christian Soldiers."
••'• : ' m i

The Church Serving
the Home
(Continued from page three)
The church should encourage families to
work and play and worship together.
If the minister calls in the home by
appointment, he may request that the
complete family be present when he
comes. In this way he aids in "familytogetherness."
When a baby is born, the church rejoices with the parents. While the mother
is still at the hospital, the minister calls
to express the delight of the church and
to ask God's blessing upon the child.
It is indeed a high day in church life
when parents publicly dedicate the new
baby to the Lord. The lasting spiritual
benefit to the home resulting from this
public dedication is immeasurable.
Young parents have the right to ex-

Men's Fellowship dinner in March. Chairman Willard Stump speaks
from head table. To his right is guest speaker Richard Witmer,
Christian business man from Millersburg, Pa.
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pect the church to offer them instruction
and help in child-rearing. Many churches are doing this by way of the Sunday
School class, Christian Service Brigade
for boys, Pioneer Girls' Clubs, and
Yeung People's organizations.
Our Clarence Center Church wishes
to maintain a close relationship with our
young people during their college years.
It is our plan to correspond with them
and send them the weekly bulletin and
the daily devotional booklet, "The Upper
Room." The minister likes to call in the
home some evening before the student
leaves for academy or college for the
first time. Our congregation expresses
their well wishes to each such young
person by presenting the departing one
with a free-will offering.
The church can be a big help when
you have the difficult decisions of life to
make. They are so important that they
should be talked out and prayed
through: Why should I marry? What
shall I do as my life's work? Should I
change jobs? God never intended any of
us to make these decisions alone; they
should be shared with the minister,
loved ones, and Christian friends of the
church.
It is the church's responsibility to be
constantly on the alert for the spiritual,
physical, and material needs of homes.
It is a curious fact of human nature that
people are often reticent to seek help
just when they need it most. The New
Testament tells us that we are members
one of another so we ought to be sensitive and responsive to the needs of
others.
The alert church is eager to maintain a
close relationship with the members of
the family who are in Voluntary Service,
Alternate Service, or the Armed Services.
Frequent letters, the mailing of the
weekly bulletin and the supplying of a
devotional booklet for daily use are
(Continued on next page)

A view of the Amherst Community Church on the last Sunday
of March.

Evangelical Visitor

"Glad to See You, Reverend,
Come In!"
LeRoy B. Walters

nearly every day! Sometimes
several times a day! A minIisterit happens
rings the doorbell and is greeted by
T HAPPENS

a friendly housewife, or some other
member of the family, who says, "Glad
to see you, Reverend. Come in."
THE APPROACH OF THE MINISTER

As we think of the approach of the
minister in his home visitation, in his
parish and community, we are not primarily concerned with psychology, diplomacy, or tact, but with attitude.
Much of the success of a pastoral visit
depends upon his own attitude toward
the call. If he regards his visit with any
degree of importance, he will certainly
call, if possible, and make an appointment to see the family in question. There
are exceptions, of course, to the rule. A
friendly, get-acquainted call would be
an example. In these days when there
is so much to disrupt family life, however, it is much more advisable to ascertain the day and hour that is best suited
for the visit. More can be accomplished
in less time when the family is in readiness for the pastor's visit.
THE OPEN DOOR OF THE HOME

There are few areas of the world that
enjoy the security and privacy of the
home as we know it. If a family desires
privacy, they can close their doors and
no man has the legal right to invade the
house unless he is an officer of the law
who has obtained a search warrant issued only under extreme circumstances.
When the friendly person opens the door
and says, "Glad to see you. Come in,"
this invitation should be regarded as:
A DOOR OF OPPORTUNITY TO BE COVETED

Here is an opportunity to meet the
family in the relaxed atmosphere of their
own home rather than the more formal
atmosphere of the sanctuary of the
church. A minister whose approach to
family problems is sincere and sympathetic finds himself in a position shared
by no one else in the world! His is an
opportunity to be coveted! When he is
on the inside of the house, he is usually
April 30, 1962

on the inside of some family problems
and trials. If he is alert, he can more
readily accomplish his aims as he senses
the atmosphere of the home, the attitude
of the children toward their parents, the
pictures on the wall, and the magazines
on the reading table.
Only a fraction of the pastor's work is
done in the pulpit. If he is personally acquainted with his congregation and community, however, the impact of ms message from the pulpit will be more effective and his sermons will have more
relevance.
The open door is a door of:
CONFIDENCE TO BE RESPECTED

In a recent visit in a home in our community, I was privileged to meet a
daughter of the family. They have been
attending a fundamental church for several years and have been active in the
program. In the course of our conversation, this mother of five children
intimated that they wished there were
someone in whom they could confide.
When I suggested her pastor, she reluctantly replied, "I don't have confidence in him." When I tried to make the
best of a rather embarrassing situation,
she added, "I don't like to say this, but
there have been things that have been
told to him in confidence that have gotten around to other members."
Home is the family's little kingdom.
When we enter the door, we enter at
the invitation of some member of the
family. That which is told to us in confidence behind that closed door must remain in confidence if we are to keep the
respect of our people and the dignity of
our calling. Nothing will bring the effectiveness of our ministry to a halt like
betrayed confidence!
The open door is a door of:
SERVICE TO BE RENDERED

A minister must always bear in mind
that while he is a servant of all, he is
not necessarily the "chore boy" of the
congregation. A very fine line often separates these two categories of service. The
call for help has come to us for a diversity of needs all the way from delivering a litter of rabbits or fixing the
plumbing, to giving legal advice or
counseling a couple on the verge of separation. The man of God must keep in
mind that what looks to him like a prob-

HOME
lem of minor proportions may, to the undiscerning individual, look like an impossible situation. Jesus Christ came not
to be ministered unto, but to minister.
He who would follow in His footsteps
must learn to be "instant, in season and
out of season." He is our divine pattern
in service. He firmly vetoed the protests
of His self-seeking disciples and lovingly rendered service to those in need
without hesitation or question. We, asHis servants, must regard the open doors
of our parish and community as a call
to service in the name of Christ, regardless of the religious persuasion of the
family or the nature of the need. Our
criterion from the Word of God should
be, "As we have therefore opportunity,
let us do good unto all men, especially
unto them who are of the household of
faith" (Galatians 6:10).
—Baltimore, Md., pastor of the Brethren in Christ Church.

The Church Serving
the Home
(Continued from page ten)
great aids in this endeavor. The pastor
ought to call in the home some evening
before the person leaves for service to
wish him well and to pray for God's
blessing upon him. The true minister is
concerned that the person, while he is
away from home and in service, feels a
solidarity with his home church and that
he is aware of the prayers and best
wishes of his church friends.
One of the happiest days in any family is when the period of service is over
and the family reunion is held. The minister should call in the home soon after
the person returns and welcome him
back to the fellowship of the church.
Some people have their Christian faith
deepened by their service experiences.
Others have become indifferent or just
drifted away from the worship and fellowship of the church. In any case, the
wise minister welcomes the serviceman
and reminds him that his home church
is eager to renew the fellowship.
When illness comes or someone is
hospitalized, the church has one of its
finest opportunities to demonstrate gen-
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uine love and real concern, not only to
the ill person but to the members of his
family as well. Letters, cards, gifts, visits,
and acts of kindness by fellow-churchmen are instruments of great service and
blessing.
When there is death in the family, let
the strong support of the church buoy
up the bereaved family. If the minister
is not already present when death occurs, he should be called to bring the
sorrowing the strong consolation of
Christian faith and to counsel concerning
arrangements for the funeral and interment.
In all ordinary cases the funeral service should be held in the church, where
baptism, marriage, holy communion, and
faithful worship is observed. There let
the Christian faith sustain in an atmosphere charged with Christian hope and
confident triumph. Thus we see that
from the cradle to the grave the church
is ever faithfully serving the home.

John Wesley Says
"Whosoever shall do the will of my
Father which is in Heaven the same is
my brother, and sister, and mother. The
Father Himself loveth you — If any man
will do His will he shall know of the
doctrine" (Matt. 12:50; John 16:27,
7:17).
I WILL NOT quarrel with you about
opinions. Only see that your heart is
right toward God; that you know and
love the Lord Jesus Christ; that you love
your neighbor and walk as your Master
walked, and I desire no more.
I am sick of opinions; I am weary to
hear them. Give me a solid, substantial
religion; give me a humble, gentle lover
of God and man, a man full of mercy
and good fruits, a man laying himself out
in the work of faith, the patience of
hope, the labor of love. Let my soul be
with these Christians wheresoever they
are and whatsoever opinions they are of.
Whosoever thus doeth the will of my
Father in Heaven, the same is my
brother and sister.

BULLETIN-BITS
Philemon Kumalo, an overseer of the Brethren in Christ in the Matopo area, Southern
Rhodesia, currently attending Messiah College,
spent the Easter vacation visiting the churches
of the Central Conference.
Four received the rite of water baptism at
Christian Union, Indiana, Sunday morning,
March 25.
The Free Grace congregation, Pa., held
their Annual Spring Lovefeast April 28-29.
The Allegheny Echo reports the new church
at Red Lion, Pa., is nearing completion. Dedication will likely be sometime in May.
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Morning Hour, Pa., had ground-breaking
services Sunday afternoon, April 1. The church
is being built on ground once a part of the
Joseph Stoner farm.

mony of how the Lord has been answering
prayer was a real encouragement to our congregation.

A conference on Twentieth Century NonConformity is planned for May 4, 5, 6 at the
Chambersburg church. The speakers will be
Bishop Charlie B. Byers, Dr. Arthur Climenhaga, Dr. C. O. Wittlinger, Dr. Kenneth
Hoover, and Rev. Alden Long.

Our Christ's Crusaders Group began their
weekend of activities Saturday evening, March
10* with a progressive dinner. On Sunday
morning they participated in the morning service and in the evening service sponsored the
film "In Times Like These."
A highlight of March was a presentation by
Brother Chester Sollenberger, sharing his experiences and activity while serving in Belize,
British Honduras, South America. During the
Missionary Conference at Air Hill, Walter
Winger was our guest speaker Sunday morning,
and Anna Kettering spoke to us Sunday evening.

A large audience was present for the ordination of Lane Hostetter, Lancaster, Pa., Sunday morning, April 8. Henry A. Ginder, C. N.
Hostetter, Jr., John N. Hostetter, and Robert
Neff participated in the service.
Miss Beth Musser, Grantham, Pa., showed
pictures and spoke of her trip to Greece at
the Hummelstown W M P C meeting Wednesday
evening, April 4.
Dorothy Hoover, recently returned from two
years' service under the Mennonite Central
Committee in Korea, spoke and showed pictures in her home congregation, Cheapside, Ontario, Sunday evening, March 25. The service was under the direction of the Women's
Missionary Prayer Circle.
Cheapside, Ontario reports a five-day revival
service March 14-18 with George Sheffer serving as evangelist.
Chino, California reports that their Christ's
Crusaders group sponsored a car wash Saturday, April 7. Proceeds were earmarked for
the typewriter fund.
Henry N. Hostetter, execuive secretary of the
Board for World Missions, spent March 31
through April 8 contacting churches in the
Pacific and Midwest areas.
Toronto, Ontario reports having accepted a
very good cash offer for the Donlands Church.
The congregation plans to buy a new home
in the Bridlewood development to b e used
as a parsonage and a meeting place until dedication of the new church sometime in the
spring of 1963.
Ground has been cleared and made ready
for a ground-breaking ceremony and church
building program at Ontario, California. The
pastor, Nelson Miller, has already made splendid contacts in the community, preparing the
way for the beginning of a new congregation.
Mike Engle from Thomas, Oklahoma went
to San Francisco about April 1 to assist and
complete the basement project at San Francisco Mission.
Sunday, April 1, was a red-letter day at
Clarence Center, New York—the attendance
goal, 175 in Sunday-school, reached 182. T h e
Messiah College Choral Society presented their
program during the morning worship hour. In
addition to the chorus, numbering 4 1 , there
were 211 in attendance. About 200 shared in
the fellowship meal in the church's dining
room.
Dr. and Mrs. Myron Stern, recently returned from the Mtshabezi Mission Hospital in
Southern Rhodesia for health reasons, presented a program in word and picture in the
evening service, April 1, Clarence Center, N. Y.
AIR H I L L , P A .

A very interesting Christ's Crusaders Day
was observed February 4. Services were directed entirely by the Christ's Crusaders group.
Our pastor, Wilbur Benner, served as a
speaker for the St. Petersburg Camp in Florida
during February.
The Singing Zims — a husband, wife, and
ten adopted children, living in Bucks County,
Pa.—were our guests March 18. Their testi-

M T . ROCK, SHIPPENSBURG, P A .

PLEASANT H I L L , KANSAS

The Regional Conference held at the Bethel
Church in Dickinson County was attended by
quite a number from our congregation. This annual gathering of the Midwest churches proved
to be a time of zeal and inspiration to our
congregation.
In March there were two who followed the
Lord in baptism and were received into the
church. Two members of the Gideon Society
presented a message on Sunday, March 25.
They shared in the Sunday-school period. A
recent highlight in our congregation attracting
neighbors and friends was the presentation of
"The Prodigal Son" by a group of students from
Messiah College. This was a new and effective
presentation of an old and well-loved story.
Mrs. Kenneth
Charles
CHRISTIAN U N I O N , GARRETT, INDIANA

The Central Regional Conference convened
with our congregation March 8 and 9. This
was indeed a time of fellowship and inspiration. There were 68 overnight guests and
about one hundred meals w e r e ' served both
Friday noon and evening.
The spirit-filled messages of Rev. James
Fred Hay, of the Christian and Missionary
Alliance Church in Wabash, Indiana, were a
blessing to our congregation March 11-18. The
presence of the Lord seemed especially near
the Sunday following the meeting when four
persons, ranging in age from 8 to 65 years,
received the rite of water baptism.
Our Christ's Crusaders group joined in a
rally near Nappanee, Indiana with the Christ's
Crusaders of the Village Church, Union Grove,
and Cassopolis. Both the Junior and Senior
Christ's Crusaders shared in the worship services during the month of February.
W e saw "America Through the Eyes of an
African" Tuesday evening, April 3, when Rev.
Philemon Kumalo spoke to us. He spoke of
the progress of the African and the missionary
working together.
Our average Sunday-school attendance for
the first quarter in 1962 was 76, an increase of
18 over the first quarter of 1961.
Lois Davidson
M T . PLEASANT, P A .

A highlight for the first quarter of 1962
was an interesting Christ's Crusaders program.
They featured "The Oldsters" from the Messiah Home at Harrisburg, Pa. These three
brethren, John Climenhaga, Guy Van Dyke,
and Jacob Gish sang for us as a trio, and
Brother Climenhaga presented the evening
message.
Rev. Canon Clifton Best, a missioner of the
Diocese of Harrisburg Protestant Episcopal
Church was guest speaker for our Prayer
Conference, January 31. One sensed deeply
that here was a man of God as he related marvelous answers to prayer in the everyday routine of life and in the area of miraculous healings.

Evangelical

Visitor

Rev. Henry Hostetter spoke to us concerning
the many problems associated with the establishing of indigenous churches in the foreign mission area. Rev. Ralph Palmer of
Merrill, Michigan was our evangelist for revival services February 25 to March 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Shonk, newlyweds,
were given a farewell service Sunday evening,
March 18. They left for the Navajo Mission to
give two years in I-W service. A feature of the
evening was a debate entitled "Military Service
versus Alternate Service."
Becky Hossler, recently returned from the
African Mission field, was guest speaker for our
W M P C meeting, April 4. Her use of curios presented an interesting and unique service.
MESSIAH H O M E C H A P E L , HARRISBURG, P A .

The farewell service (reported in the February 5 issue of the Evangelical Visitor) was very
largely attended.
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis Sider, recently returned
from the Rhodesias, were guests of the Women's Missionary Prayer Circle in the month of
February. They showed pictures, graphically
describing the work in which they had been
engaged.
The work of the Home Mission Board, especially the work in Virginia was presented to
our congregation by Leon Herr, pastor at the
Bethel Church near Sylvatus.
Presently our pastor and wife are instructing
the Bible Quiz team, an innovation for our
congregation. David McBeth, pastor of the
Palmyra Church, was guest speaker for a
Sunday-school workers' rally the last Thursday
evening in March. Glenn Stager is ably serving as our Sunday-school superintendent. A
Men's Fellowship meeting was held during the
month of March.
John A. Climenhaga

Out." Rev. McBeth conducted an evaluation
of our Sunday school as he saw it in action.
During the worship hour Dr. Climenhaga
spoke on "Primitive Evangelism Today."
At 3:30 in the afternoon a visitation program
was carried out. Following the fellowship
lunch at five o'clock there was a debate on the
theme: "Resolved: That the Fairland Sunday
School Must Grow." D. Ray Wenger, Sr., and
Jay Dutweiler composed the affirmative team,
while Clarence Lehman and Rev. Clark Hock,
our pastor, presented the negative viewpoint.
The evening service included devotions by
Rev. McBeth, a skit entitled "10 seconds . . .
66 . . .?, music by the Senior Choir, also a
sermon on "The Challenge of the Unfinished
Task" by Dr. Climenhaga.
On Saturday, March 31, it was our pleasure
to have the Atlantic Regional Conference convene at Fairland. The conference message was
given by Rev. Cyrus Lutz on the theme "Unity
In Our Day." In addition to the business sessions conducted throughout the day, the Board
for World Missions sponsored a short program
in which Chester Heisey spoke on "A Challenge in Giving."
The closing address, "The Christian's Behavior Amid World Tensions" was given by
Dr. Robert Kreider, dean of Bluffton College,
who has been working in the interest of the
Mennonite Central Committee.

SHERKSTON, ONTARIO

The Lord will not withold any good thing
from His children when they exercise faith in
Him. This we apply to the many blessings we
received as a congregation through the faithful
ministry of John Rosenberry in our recent
revival. Christians began to prepare themselves
before the services started by special prayer
meetings, seeking to know God's will for their
lives and asking the Lord for a visitation of
His presence and power.
The Spirit of God graciously dealt with one
young lady in her home while alone and she
was saved. W e were especially grateful for
Brother Rosenberry's messages on the work
and person of the Holy Spirit. This resulted
in a goodly number seeking and receiving the
witness of the Spirit. W e thank the Lord for
those who were reclaimed and those of our
young people who were saved. The Church has
been enlivened spiritually.
Bishop E. J. Swalm was speaker at our committee members' seminar, March 30. This
seminar sponsored by the Church Board was
for the purpose of enlightening and helping
committee members and boards realize their
duties and thus work more effectively in the
church. We were privileged to have the Messiah College Choral group with us April 1 for
a program of sacred music.
R. Climenhaga
FAIRLAND

CHURCH,

CLEONA,

PA.

Dr. Arthur Climenhaga and Rev. Paul McBeth were guest speakers for our Sundayschool convention March 25. Forty-two workers
and friends of the Sunday school enjoyed the
fellowship breakfast which was prepared and
served by the ladies of our Sewing Circle. During this hour there was a short meditation by
Rev. McBeth, music by a mixed quartet, and
a message by Dr. Climenhaga.
The^theme was "Seeing Christ Through You
in '62," with the theme song, "Take the Gospel
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John and Ida Sollenberger on their
25th Anniversary.
YOUTH WORKERS CELEBRATE
T H E I R 2 5 T H WEDDING ANNIVERSARY

Mr. and Mrs. John E. Sollenberger, Chambersburg, Pa., celebrated their 25th Wedding
Anniversary, Sunday, January 2 1 , with open
house in their home from two to six o'clock.
One hundred seventy-five friends and relatives came from nearby and as far away as
Annville and Hershey, Pa., some from Ohio to
extend congratulations and express best wishes.
The Sollenbergers now have colored slides of
each of these guests as they arrived.
They were married in Mechanicsburg, Pa.,
at the home of Christian Oberholser, a brother
of the bride on January 2 1 , 1937. The ceremony was performed by the groom's father, the
late Rev. Amos Sollenberger.
John and Ida, as their many friends know
them, have been and are very active in church
life. They have endeared themselves to the
children attending Roxbury Campmeeting, having conducted children's services for six years.
In 1961 they led the children's services at
Memorial Holiness Camp in Ohio. Presently
they teach sixth graders at New Guilford, a
class of sixteen. Sister Sollenberger serves very
efficiently as superintendent of the Junior Sunday school. Brother Sollenberger filled this
position for the last three years.
Brother Sollenberger's area of service includes the Gideons in Franklin County, having

served as Chaplain and presently is serving as
Bible secretary. He is active in CBMC of
Franklin County and is now serving his second
year as trustee of Messiah College. His livelihood consists of supervision of the work on his
two farms and the management of his S & S
Electric Shop.
Sister Sollenberger conducts a weekly.Good
News Club in the Pediatric Ward of the Chambersburg Hospital, For a number of years she
has been the superintendent of our New Guilford Bible School. She also serves as president
of the Gideon Auxiliary.
Their special interest in two families resulted in the families attending the New Guilford Sunday School. It was indeed an encouragement when both of these families were
saved in the fall revival of 1961. The father of
one of these families, Roy Shrawder, took the
accompanying picture.
W e pray God to richly bless John and Ida
for all their kind prayers and service for others
and give them many more happy years together.
Clara F. Wingert
AIR H I L L HOSTS FRANKLIN
COUNTY MISSIONARY CONFERENCE

Seventeen congregations in Franklin County
united for a Missionary Conference at Air Hill,
Pa., March 22 through Sunday, March 25.
Guest ministers included the three bishops:
Charlie B. Byers, Henry A. Ginder, and Carl J.
Ulery. Dr. Arthur Climenhnga presented the
opening message on the theme "Africa On The
Brink." Also sharing in a first-hind report of
the work in Africa was Rev. Philemon Kumalo
from the Matopo Mission area in Southern
Rhodesia, now studying at Messiah College.
During the Saturday afternoon session, Henry
Hostetter, executive secretary of the Board
for World Missions, and C. J. Ulery (these
brethren having recently returned from a World
Mission Tour) conducted a missionary symposium using some of the missionary personnel
who were in attendance at the Conference.
Each of the congregations participating in
the conference had their local Sunday morning
worship service with a speaker from the Missionary Conference presenting the message. At
the final Rally on Sunday afternoon, Dr. C. N.
Hostetter, Jr., gave the address. The total offerings received over the conference exceeded
$7,000.
GENERAL C O N F E R E N C E
ANNOUNCEMENT
General Conference of 1962
D. V., Wednesday, June 13 at
Holiness Campground, located on
one and one-half miles southwest
ton, Ohio.

will convene,
the Memorial
the Jay Road,
of West Mil-

TRAVEL INFORMATION

Those coming by auto from the east via
Route 40 (now renumbered Interstate 70)
exit to State Highway 48. Proceed north on 48
to Conference sign at Garland Road, four and
one-half miles north of Englewood. Follow
signs to the Conference grounds.
Those coming from the west by auto via
Route 40, pick up # 4 4 0 about four miles west
of Englewood. Proceed to Englewood, then turn
north and follow directions as above.
Those driving from a northern direction and
not coming as far south as Route 40, should
come to West Milton on Route 48. Proceed
through West Milton to General Conference sign
about one mile south of town at Emrick Road.
Turn right and follow signs to Conference
grounds.
Persons travelling by train or bus should
come to Dayton, then transfer to West Milton
at Greyhound Station, located on the corner
of First and Wilkinson Streets, five blocks north
of Union Station. Busses leave Dayton for
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West Milton in the morning at 6:15, 7:00, 8:00,
9:00, 11:30 and in the afternoon at 1:30, 2:30,
3:30, 4:30, 5:40 and 6:30. Busses will be met
at West Milton. If no conveyance is at hand on
arrival, phone General Conference 52-W. If
assistance is needed on arrival at Dayton, phone
the above number at West Milton. (There is
no bus service on Sunday.)
Those coming by air will purchase their
ticket to Dayton, and will arrive at Cox
Municipal Airport at Vandalia. Advance arrangements to be met at the airport may be
made with the Transportation Committee. Give
name of airline, flight number, time of arrival,
and number in party. There will be a charge
of $2.00 per trip to Dayton and $1.00 per
trip to Vandalia, which will be pro rated if
there is more than one passenger.
For any advance arrangements for transportation, write to:
Dale Ulery
412 Dakota Ave.,
Springfield, Ohio

LIGHT—Susan Jane, born March 17, 1962 to
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Light, Fairland congregation, Pa.

For members of Conference, lodging will be
provided on the grounds and in nearby homes.
For guests and Conference members who desire
family privileges there are motels, tourist rooms,
and private homes within a radius of from one
to fifteen miles from Conference grounds at current prices. W e request you bring your own
bedding; otherwise a charge of $1.50 per bed
will b e made to non-conference members.
Tents will be available on the grounds at
$7.25 each. These will be provided with electric current, bed springs and mattress and will
give room for four persons per tent. Those
desiring tents must make their reservations as
soon as possible. W e must have the reservations in our hands not later than June 1.
Those desiring motel accommodations may
obtain from the Lodging Committee a list of
motels in the area with which you may make
advance reservations.
Space will be available on grounds to park
trailers.
Address all requests for lodging information
to:
Paul Book
R. R. 1
West Milton, Ohio

DAVIS—Timothy Michael, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Davis, March 9, 1962, Air Hill congregation, Pa.

LODGING INFORMATION

Bi/ztki
EISHER—Born to Lee and Donna Eisher, a
son, Douglas Paul, March 16, 1962, Chino
congregation, California.
KEEFER—Scott Douglas, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Keefer, January 15, 1962, Free Grace
congregation, Pa.
CRIDER—Dawn Marie, born to Irvin and
Betty Crider, January 10, 1962, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.
DOWNIN—Jeffrey Lynn, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Downin, January 29, 1962, Five Forks
congregation, Waynesboro, Pa.
HELFRICK—John Clinton, born to Mr. and
Mrs. John Helfrick, March 2 1 , 1962, Montgomery congregation, Pa.
HOWE—Robert Kent, Jr., born February 10,
1962, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Howe, Dallas
Center, Iowa, first grandchild for Pastor and
Mrs. Ernest Dohner.
KIPE—Anita Janice, born to Mr. and Mrs. O.
Keith Kipe, February 26, 1962 stationed at
Permasens, Germany, home congregation, Five
Forks, Pa.
LEHMAN—Randall Lee, born September 26,
1961.to Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman, Matopo Mission Outstations, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, Africa.
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LILLYS—Colleen Mae, second daughter born
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lillys, March 6, 1962,
Dallas Center congregation, Iowa.
MYERS—John Mark, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Myers, Jr., January 24, 1962, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.
ROSENTRATER—Phillip Leon, born March 30,
1962 to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rosentrater, Village
Church congregation, Nappanee, Indiana.
MCBETH—Gary Lynn, born April 14, 1962 to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McBeth, Village Church
congregation, Nappanee, Indiana.
STRITE—Flora Jane, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Clair Strite, March 19, 1962, Montgomery congregation, Pa.
WENGER—Rebecca Ann, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Wenger, February 8, 1962, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.

KETNER-FRANK—Miss Beatrice Mae, daughter of Brother and Sister James Frank of Mechanicsburg, Pa., was united in marriage to D .
Ronald Ketner, son of Mr. and Mrs. David
Ketner, Saxton, Pa., March 18, 1962. Glenn
Hostetter, pastor of the Saxton congregation officiated.

Oocdtti6t/it&i
RUSSELL—Nora Seidl Russell, born June 23,
1893, died at Chambersburg, Pa., April 1,
1962. She was a member of the Mt. Rock
Brethren in Christ Church. Surviving are her
husband, Charles Russell, six daughters: Mrs.
Virgi Lynch, Mrs. Gladys Gardner, Mrs. Laura
Larkin, Mrs. Thelma Coy and Mrs. Delia Nye
of Shippensburg, Pa.; Mrs. Kathryn Kulp,
Greenvillage, Pa.; and one son, Edward W. of
Shippensburg, Pa.
Funeral services were held at the Van Sayoc
Funeral Home, Shippensburg with the pastor,
Clifford Lloyd officiating, assisted by Rev.
Avery Musser. Burial was in the Cleversburg
Cemetery.
WOLFE—Mrs. Mervie M. Wolfe, born February 1, 1894 in Lebanon County, Pa., died
March 20, 1962 at Harrisburg, Pa. She was
converted February 1947 and shortly thereafter joined the Brethren in Christ Church at
Palmyra, Pa.
She is survived by her husband, Walter E.;
three daughters, Mrs. Norman J. Shirk, Eleanor
K., Lansdowne, and Mrs. Mary Elliott, Palmyra;
two sons, Guy R., at home and J. Donald, Palmyra. Eight grandchildren, three great-grandchildren, and one brother also survive.
Funeral services were held at the Palmyra
Church with Pastor David P. McBeth officiating, assisted by Gerhard Dietrich, pastor of
the Palm Lutheran Church. Interment was
in the Gravel Hill Cemetery.
ZIMMERMAN—Mrs. Nora Zimmerman died
March 4, 1962 at Mechanicsburg, Pa., aged 87
years. She was a member of the Brethren in
Christ Church.
Surviving are five daughters: Mrs. J. Henry
Lehman, Mechanicsburg, Pa., with whom she
resided; Mrs. Grace Stern and Mrs. Fannie
Metzger, both of Martinsburg, Pa.; Mrs. Carl
Gohler, Shippensburg and Mrs. Esther Man-

ning of Hagerstown, Md.; one son, George E.
of Martinsburg, and two sisters, twenty grandchildren and 47 great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held from the funeral
parlors in Martinsburg with Rev. Simon Lehman officiating.
EYSTER—Mrs. Malinda D. Eyster, widow of
t h e late Rev. Jesse R. Eyster, was born near
Manheim, Pa., July 3 1 , 1874 and passed away
at Ontario, California, March 22, 1962.
Her parents, Isaac and Anna Brubaker,
moved to Galva, Kansas when she was ten
years of age. She was converted at the age of
twenty and united with the Brethren in Christ
Church. December 22, 1898 she was united in
marriage to Jesse R. Eyster who died in 1958.
Rev. and Mrs. Eyster went to Africa in 1902
where they gave eleven years in mission work,
ten years in the vicinity of Johannesburg. In
1919 the family moved to Upland, California.
For more than twenty-five years she was active
as the pastor's wife at the Chino Brethren in
Christ Church.
Sr. Eyster was the only lady who served as
superintendent of the Upland Brethren in
Christ Sunday School. She organized a yearly
missionary fellowship for returned missionaries.
She was a staunch supporter of the Women's
Missionary Prayer Circle and one who urged
the forming of the national organization as recognized by the General Conference. The community knew her as a kind, helpful neighbor,
friend, and nurse, and her daughters remember her as a wonderful mother. She is survived by three daughters, Anna Eyster, Upland;
Mrs. Floyd Brubaker, Covina, and Mrs. Edwin
Pross, Los Angeles. One grandson also survives.
Funeral services were held at the Upland
Brethren in Christ Church with Pastor Eber
Dourte and Bishop Alvin C. Burkholder officiating. Interment was in the Belleview Mausoleum, Ontario, California.
COBER—Jesse Cober, born November 23,
1874, passed away at Stouffville, Ontario, February 24, 1962. H e was converted and united
with the Brethren in Christ Church in 1907.
In 1905 he was united in marriage to Annie
Dresser. She predeceased him in 1944. A son
Gordon and a daughter Edna mourn the loss of
a father, together with six grandchildren and
six great-grandchildren.
In June 1947 he was married to Irene Dohner who passed away in 1956. In July 1958
he was married to Mrs. Josephine Dohner Dale
who survives.
Funeral services were conducted at the
Heise Hill Brethren in Christ Church by the
pastor, William Vanderbent, assisted by J. R.
Steckley. Interment in the adjoining cemetery.
HEISE—Ezra Vernon Heise, born at Glendale,
Arizona, December 10, 1899, passed away
March 22, 1962 at Dinuba, California.
As a small boy he moved with his parents,
the late Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Heise, to Waukena, California. Here he resided on a ranch
most of his life.
He was united in marriage to Beulah Martin, June 26, 1919, who died April 25, 1955.
Brother Heise was an active, well-known and
highly-respected member of the Waukena
Community Church. In May 1957 he was married to Mrs. Lela Faulkner of Orosi, Calif.
Since then he has lived in Orosi, attending the
Orosi Methodist Church.
He is survived by his wife, one daughter,
Mrs. Floyd Dickerson, Tulare, Calif., one sister, two brothers, two step-daughters and four
step-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held in the Hamilton
Peers Mortuary in Tulare with Rev. Evald Leps
and Rev. Paul D. Charles officiating. Interment was in the Tulare Cemetery.

Evangelical Visitor

MYERS—Ambrose Myers, born April 4, 1875
in Antrim Township, Franklin County, Pa.,
passed away March 29, 1962. He served in the
Christian ministry in the Montgomery congregation for over 45 years. H e died at the home
of his son and daughter-in-law, Rev. and Mrs.
Charles A. Myers, Greencastle, Pa., where he
had been living for the past week. His death
came suddenly and unexpectedly. His lifelong occupation was farming.
He had been associated with the Brethren in
Christ Church and the Montgomery congregation from his youth. At the early age of 29 he
was chosen to serve as deacon at Montgomery,
and at 34 he was elected to the ministry. Thus
he served the church in an official capacity for
58 years.
The two outstanding characteristics about
Bro. Myers were his deep and sincere love for
his church and his faithfulness to duty. For
these he will be long remembered.
H e is survived by six children: Wallace N.,
State Line; Mrs. Stella Lesher, Greencastle;
Rev. Charles A., Greencastle; Mrs. Allen Brubaker, Newville; Mrs. Catherine Oldham, Bed-

W o r l d Missions
Africa
General Superintendent's Residence: P. O. Box
711, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Bishop and Mrs. David Climenhaga
Miss Velma Brillinger
Glenn J. Schwartz*
SOUTHERN RHODESIA

Bulawayo Mission and Missionary Children's
Hostel, 40 Leander Avenue, Hillside, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern
Matopo Book Room: P.O. Box 554, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Donald Zook
Matopo Mission: Private Bag 19IT,
Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Earl Musser
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk
Miss Mary C. Engle
Miss Nancy Kreider
Earl Lebo*
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. M a n n 5
Miss Dorothy M. Martin
Miss Eva Mae Melhorn
Miss Mildred E. Myers
Miss Eva Mae Peters
Matopo Outstations: Private Bag 201T, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman
Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag 102M, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book
Miss Anna J. Graybill
Miss Miriam Heise
Miss Ruth Hock
Carl Knepper*
Miss Erma Mann
Miss Lois Jean Sider*
Miss Edna M. Switzer
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Albert R. Harvey
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private Bag 101M,
Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Worman
Miss Gladys Lehman
Phumula Mission (West Gwaai S.N.A.): P. O.
Tjolotjo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George Bundy
Hospital Staff:
Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman
Miss Evelvn Noel
Wanezi Mission: Private Bag 129S,
Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey

April 30, 1962

ford; and Mrs. Amos Wingert, Chambersburg.
Thirty-four grandchildren, 66 great-grandchildren and one sister also survive.
Funeral services were held in the Montgomery Church. Bishop Charlie B. Byers and
Rev. Earl Brechbill were in charge. Burial was
in the adjoining cemetery.
TRIBUTE TO REV. AMBROSE MYERS

Again the Master of the Vineyard has called
to Himself one of the laborers. W e are constantly reminded that God calls His workers
but His work must and does go on.
The Montgomery congregation has for the
second time within six months lost a minister.
While Brother Myers has not been so active of
later years we know the loss is real. In Brother
Ambrose Myers the church has lost one of its
senior ministers. He belonged to that group
which some of us remember in our boyhood
days as mature men carrying the heat and
burden of that day. Bro. Myers served the
church largely in his home community. This
is foundational church building. The total of
58 years of service given by our departed
Dale Hess*
Miss Martha Lady
Miss Erma Lehman
Bible Institute Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Titus Books
Miss F . Mabel Frey
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph Ginder
NORTHERN RHODESIA

Macha Mission: Private Bag llxc,
Choma,
Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker
Miss Dorothy J. Gish
Miss Edith E. Miller
Hospital Staff:
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma
Miss Norma G. Brubaker
Miss Edna E. Lehman
Nahumba Mission: P. O. Box 173,
Choma,
Northern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. H. Frank Kipe
Cornelius Musser*
Marshall Poe*
Sikalongo Mission: P. O. Box 131,
Choma,
Northern Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George Kibler
Miss Mary E. Heisey
David Livingstone Teacher Training College:
Private Bag 1, Livingstone,
Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Miss Ruth Hunt
Miss Fannie Longenecker
India
General Superintendent's Residence, Saharsa
Mission: P. O. Saharsa,
N. E.
Railway.
District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. William H. Hoke
Miss Esther G. Book
Miss Erma Z. Hare
Barjora Mission: P. O. Barjora via Murligani
N. E. Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur L. Pye
Miss Beulah Arnold
Madhipura Mission: P. O. Madhipura, N. E
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Dr. and Mrs. Lowell Mann
Miss Mary Jane Shoalts
Banmankhi Mission: P . O. Banmankhi, N. E
Raihvay, District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Charles E. Engle
Purnea Mission: P . O. Purnea, N. E. Raihvay,
District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Charles E. Engle
Ulubaria Mission: P . O. Ulubaria,
District
Howrah, West Bengal, India
Rev. and Mrs. A. D . M. Dick

brother covers at least two generations. Who
can estimate the blessing brought to the many
lives by this dear brother?
W e express this tribute of respect to the
memory of our brother with a real sense of
gratitude to God for allowing us to share the
talents and services of this man of God. May
God continue to use the memories of hjs life
to encourage and inspire those upon whom the
mantle has fallen.
W e offer our deep sympathy to the members
of the bereaved family. May God comfort your
hearts by His grace.
General Conference
Sec.
H. H. Brubaker
TRIBUTE FROM A GRANDCHILD

Grandpa's home-going brings precious memories of long evenings during my high school
d.iys whsn Grandpa sat poring over his big
Bible preparing his earnest sermons. As oldest
grandchild I remember him as young, vigorous,
faithful and busy for God. Another important
link in the chain of our Godly heritage.
Ruth (Mrs. Eber) Dourte
"Anand Bhawan," 5/3 Roop Nagar, Delhi, India
Rev. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith
Delhi Mission: 111 M-24 Lajput Nagar, New
Delhi, India
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter
Woodstock School, P. O. Landour,
Mussoorie,
V. P., India
Miss Mary E. Stoner
Japan
11 Tokaichi, Hagi-shi, Yamaguchi-ken,
Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms
Edna Wingerd*
1279 Higashi Eukagawa,
Nagato-shi,
Yamaguchi-ken, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Graybill
396 Kyodo-machi, Setagaya-Ku, Tokyo, Japan,
c/o Mrs. Toshiko Isshiki
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book
Cuba
Cuatro Caminos, Habana Province, Cuba
Temporarily Displaced: Rev. and Mrs.
Howard Wolgemuth, # 1 Richmond Ave.
Kingston 10, Jamaica
Missionaries on Furlough
Miss Anna R. Wolgemuth, R. D . 2, Palmyra,
Penna., Box 291.
Rev. and Mrs. Frederic L. Holland, R. D. 1,
Clayton, Ohio, c / o Ohmer U. Herr.
Miss Lois P. Davidson, R. 1, Garrett, Ind.
Miss Leora G. Yoder, R. 2, Mechanicsburg,
Penna.
Miss Kathryn Hossler, 103 N. Hanover,
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Miss Rhoda Lenhert, 103 E. George St.,
Arcanum, Ohio.
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider, Grantham,
Pa.
Miss Ruth Book, 280 Eighth Ave., Upland,
California.
Miss Anna L. Kettering, 90 Main St., Campbelltown, Pa.
Miss Florence R. Hensel, c / o Rev. Glenn A.
Hensel, 1153 Hudson St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Miss Elva F . Lyons, R. D. 2, Midland, Mich.
" l - W and voluntary service workers
Contributions to World Missions
send to:
BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH

Office of the Treasurer
c / o Henry N. Hostetter
Washington Boro, Penna.
Contributions to Missions in A m e r i c a
send to:
Andrew Slagenweit
West Milton, Ohio
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MGGAkws:
1961-62 W A S A GOOD M E A T
CANNING YEAR

AKRON, PA. (MCC)—There has been a good
response to the M C C meat canning program
this winter.
Communities in mid-western
states processed approximately 151,500 cans of
meat, lard and broth with the portable canner
as compared to 103,618 cans processed last
year. Thirty-two stops in eight states were
made with the canner.
Stationary canners in five locations canned
more than 72,000 cans, which also exceeds last
year's production.
Canned meat is a highly appreciated item in
many countries where M C C serves and is especially useful in Far Eastern countries where it
supplements rice in feeding programs. MCC
meat is presently being used in 14 countries.
STUDENT PEACE CONFERENCE
STUDIES CHURCH AND PEACE ACTION

"The Church and Radical Peace Action" was
the theme of this year's Intercollegiate Peace
Conference held at Tabor College, Hillsboro,
Kans., March 23-24. This topic was chosen
because of the increasing interest among students in direct peace action.
Students were present from Bethel College,
Bluffton College, Eastern Mennonite College,
Goshen College, Hesston College, Messiah College, Tabor College and Mennonite Biblical
Seminary.
The business session was held Saturday afternoon. Officers elected for next year are: Paul
Godshall, president; Darrel Bigham, vicepresident; and Rose Friesen, secretary-treasurer.
FORTY TRAINEES COMING T H I S

SUMMER

AKRON, PA. ( MCC )—Participants in the 1962-

63 MCC Trainee Program will number about
40. This group has a more even distribution
of young people from Germany, the Netherlands, France, and Switzerland than have
groups in immediately preceding years. Four
will come from Greece and probably several
from South America.
Applications for sponsorship of these trainees
are now being accepted b y the M C C Trainee
Program, Akron, Pa.
The trainees will arrive in time to attend the
Mennonite World Conference at Kitchener,
Ont., August 1-7. They will go to the first of
their two six-months assignments after the
conference.
The 1961-62 trainees, now in homes and institutions in the U. S. and Canada, will also
be able to attend the World Conference before
leaving on Aug. 16.
MDS ASSISTS IN N E W JERSEY

AKRON, PA. (MARCH 30)—Men from the Eastern Pennsylvania Mennonite Disaster Service
unit have been working in Cape May and Atlantic counties, New Jersey, which suffered during the March 7-9 floods on the eastern seaboard.
Earlier it was thought that MDS would not
be needed in New Jersey because of the number of unemployed people in the area who
could work in ciean-up and rebuilding. After
the needs were resurveyed, however, a need
was found for MDS assistance.
The M D S men have been cleaning u p three
to four homes a day for permanent residents,
many of them old people. Between March 19
and 29, they cleaned 35 homes. Eight to 15 men
have been working each day. The work will
probably continue another week.
Although the project is not big in numbers,
it is .very significant, reported Norman Good,
President of the Eastern Pa. MDS area. There
is a receptive spirit and a good working rela-
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tionship, he said. T h e Red Cross is very cooperative in giving leads on people who need
help.
The Delaware MDS unit is also helping with
flood clean-up. This unit helped at Bethany
Beach, a Christian resort area, and is also working on homes along the Delaware coast.

AfewsfimeA
SAYS R E D PRESS F L O W T O P S
CHRISTIAN LITERATURE DISTRIBUTION

NEW YORK ( E P )—Communists are distributing more literature than Christians. So says the
Rev. Robert T. Taylor, an official of the American Bible Society here.
Writing in the Bible Society Record, Mr.
Taylor, the society's ways and means secretary,
said the Soviet Union distributed about 100
million volumes of the writings of Premier
Khrushchev in non-Communist countries last
year.
Bible societies distributed about 35 million
copies of the Scriptures, he reported, and other
groups distributed 25 million copies or portions for a total of some 55 million.
RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING BEGINS
FOR GRAHAM'S CHICAGO CRUSADE

CHICAGO, ILL. ( CNS )—Training of counselors
and the recruiting of volunteer choir memDcrs
and ushers for t h e Billy Graham crusade in
Chicago has gone into high gear. The crusade
will begin at McCormick Place on May 30
and conclude with a giant outdoor rally in
Soldiers Field on Sunday, June 17.
As the preparatory work is intensified in
Chicago, 26 regional crusade committees within
a 150 mile radius of t h e city are busy planning
visitation for the crusade, holding counselor
training sessions and arranging special bus
transportation for people from their area.
Twelve counselor training classes are now
being held in ten locations in the greater metropolitan area of Chicago by Dan Piatt and
Charles Riggs of the Graham staff. Numerous
additional classes for counselor training within
the 150-mile radius will be taught by tape recordings, a method which was used very successfully in Graham's recent campaign in Manchester, England. By these various means the
crusade leaders hope to train a total of 10,000
counselors of whom about 5,000 will be qualified to serve in the campaign.
Recruiting 3,000 choir members and 1,000
ushers is also underway. The choir members
are being enlisted b y one key recruiter in each
church. A special rehearsal for the choir volunteers will be held just before the campaign
opens and about 1,500 will be used nightly.
NIEMOLLER

COMMENTS

ON W O R L D

VIEW

The German president of the World Council
of Churches attributed the "deplorable state"
of church life today to the replacement of the
true Gospel message by a collection of Christian principles.
Dr. Martin Niemoeller, Wiesbaden, Germany,
one of the six presidents of the World Council
of Churches, discussed the challenge to the
church in this decade at a luncheon at Riverside Church in New York City.
He said that there are in Germany today
"thousands of church member atheists" who
understand Christianity as a system of ethical
or moral principles b u t feel no incentive to
participate in any service or listen to the Gospel message. Fewer attend church now than
in the days of Hitler.
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CAUTIONS CHURCHES AGAINST
"ARCHITECTURAL VAUDEVILLE"

CLEVELAND, OHIO ( E P ) — T h e dean of Har-

vard Divinity School has warned against
"architectural vaudeville" in the nation's
churches.
Much of what is wrong with church architecture, said Dr. Samuel H . Miller, is due to
contemporary confusion both in faith and in the
arts.
"There is such a jumble of forces from tradition and revolution that everything man does
tends to oscillate between imitations of t h e
past or novelties which brashly deny it," he
declared.
Addressing the National Conference on
Church Architecture, Dr. Miller advocated a
style of church architecture which would
create a sense of wonder.
A church, Dr. Miller said, should b e a space
set aside for sacred purposes, framed so as to
"release its inner meaning and make us see its'
powerful, awesome, healing beauty."
V O T E D O W N SUNDAY CLOSING
L A W IN ARKANSAS CITY
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, ARK. ( E P ) — I n a special

referendum held here, a strict Sunday closing
ordinance, supported by the Ministerial Alliance here, was defeated at the polls, 3,597
to 2,193.
The bill recommended by the ministers
would have prohibited the operation of all
business except the following: hotels, motels,
restaurants, theaters, athletic events, public
utilities, parks, recreational and cultural facilities, hospitals, funeral homes, service stations,
medical supplies, a n d newspapers.
Three separate measures were debated before
ths Alliance-supported measure was p u t before
tli3 voters. T h s others proposed listing on types
of merchandise or service that could be sold or
provided on Sunday, without listing the types
of commercial businesses involved.
C O M M U N I S T F I L M O P E N S DRIVE
AGAINST RUSSIAN BAPTISTS

MOSCOW ( E P ) — A movie called "The Sinner"
is being prepared by a Moscow film company
to step u p the Soviets' propaganda war against
Baptists in the U.S.S.R.
Moscow Radio announced that the theme of
the film is a love affair between a young Baptist girl who works at a dairy collective farm
and a young tractor driver. T h e affair ultimately leads to tragedy, Moscow Radio says, b e cause "Baptists must not marry non-believers."
"However, some good results from the affair," the Radio review declared, "because the
girl's belief in God is shaken and she starts on
the sensible road to atheism."
GRAHAM T E L L S FUTURE FOCUS ON COLLEGES
CHAPEL HILL, N . C. (EP)—Evangelist Billy

Graham was quoted here as saying that h e
plans to spend about two more years in crusades in the world's major cities and then devote his attention to college campuses.
"The battle I see emerging today is at the
university level," Dr. Graham said. " W e don't
find communism making great inroads with the
masses, b u t with the intellectuals."
"The struggle for the minds of men is going
to be decided in the halls of learning throughout the world," he declared.
In a speech at the University of North Carolina here, Dr. Graham said he finds a "great
religious curiosity on the campus which was
not apparent a decade ago."

